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1st short-term joint staff training event
From 3-7 September 2018, Cristuru Secuiesc (Romania) received the implementation of another step of Project
TRY. This 1st training event had the objective of sharing good practices among teachers, that they can apply
later in their teaching methodology, study visit to the partner VET school and Non Formal Education (NFE)
training for future application in their own school context.

Visit to ZEYC DOMOKOS

ATA visited the Zeyk Domokos Vocational high school to provide students with
extraordinary lessons using NFE methods. First, they discussed about the
coffee trade and the teenagers were enthusiastically connected to the modeled market situation, in which the various economic actors in the process of
growing the coffee bean, the product on the shelf, had to take part and stand
up for their own interests. In the constructed business situation, the development of vitality, advocacy, empathy, thinking in context, and effective teamwork has also been emphasized. On the second day, the classes took part in a
mine-mining game, set up by an imaginary minefield, through which they
worked on team building, but also on the skills of memory, monitoring, focusing and discipline. The last session was held on the 6 of March 2018 with
almost 50 students and 5 teachers. It was organized in the festive hall of the
school and was a world café debate regarding the management, sustainability
and democratic practices in the school. It was an eye-opening session both for
students and teachers.
CHECK ZEYC DOMOKOS WEBSITE - http://www.zeyk.ro/en/
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Also, from7-9 September
2018, in Cristuru Secuiesc
(Romania), took place the
2nd Transnational Project
Meeting between all
project TRY partners. The
topic was Project Management and media development, but the participants
took the chance to also
discuss how the project
was going and what should
be done next. This meeting
was held by Youth Association Transylvania (ATA), the
romanian NGO partner in
TRY project.
CHECK ATA WEBSITE https://www.ata-ro.eu/en/
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